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The globalisation of agriculture involves what is known as an elongated supply chain. That simply

means that the food we eat comes from increasingly more distant locations with lots of transactions

occurring between the production of agricultural commodities and consumption by the consumer. Food

consumed in one country might be grown in a second country using fertilizers, pesticides, and seeds

from a third country on land owned or leased by multinational corporations, shipped to yet another

country for processing and packaging, and then shipped to retailers whose outlets span the globe.

Standard economic theory assumes that, in the long run, we should expect significant aggregate

benefits from globalization. Of course, there will be market dislocations. There will be winners and

losers. But one thing that should not get lost in this discussion is the fact that the fates of both winners

and losers are, in large part, predictable results of the design of various forms of market organization.

One increasingly important factor in determining the distribution gains and losses is the scale of the

major economic entities within global markets. An overwhelming incentive of market participants at

every stage of the supply chain-- seed producers, farmers, processors, commodity brokers, retailers--

is to get bigger. Really big.

There are many obvious textbook reasons to get bigger. Increased efficiency of scale is one such

reason. But when a very few economic entities exert excessive control over markets, they generate

well-known problems that antitrust law was designed to prevent.

Markets controlled by a few powerful buyers or sellers not only stifle innovation and erode efficiency.

They run afoul of explicit moral premises upon which antitrust law is founded. They are unfair in multiple

ways. They limit the buying options and raise the prices for consumers. They allow the strong to dictate

prices to the weak. In particular by driving down prices for raw commodities, sometimes below the cost

of production. They drive out new market entrants and ensure that accrued advantages are self-

perpetuating at the expense of both consumers and competitors.

These consequences might seem as largely domestic concerns. But it is the failure of antitrust law to

curb market concentration in the developed countries that has paved the way for an unprecedented
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degree of global concentration in food and agricultural markets.

Global agribusiness has become horizontally concentrated and vertically integrated. Horizontal

concentration occurs, for example, when the economic cloud is concentrated in the hands of very few

buyers of cattle, chicken, or avocados. This way of organizing markets has implications for everyone.

Ultimately consumer choices among products are constrained, for example, as the breeding and

feeding of chickens is standardized to fit the specific production requirements of large retail grocers or

fast food outlets.

Even when consumers pay less for some foods, there's a dark side to the widely advertised, everyday

low prices. The bargaining strength of independent farmers and growers is greatly reduced, leading to

steeply declining farm incomes and a diminishment of feasible options with regard to what will be

produced and how.

As independent farmers in the US often complain, big only buys from big. That means that the power to

control the decisions about the quality, safety, and conditions under which food is grown are in the

hands of a scarcely accountable small number of corporate entities. That means also that farmers who

want to compete effectively within horizontally concentrated agricultural sectors must expand in scale

and incur large debt just to gain market entry. And the evidence shows that farmers and growers in

such markets are at great risk of ending up with marginal and declining rewards.

The vertical integration of the food supply chain is another way in which more control is vested in very

few decision makers. Agribusiness has morphed from control of only one part of the supply chain, for

example growing a staple crop, to a model of ownership and control that involves seed-to-shelf

integration.

In the worst case, a few vertically integrated multinational corporations are able to control all the key

inputs to production. They own the seeds, pesticides, and fertilizers that others have few options to

obtain elsewhere. Because there's little or no effective competition, prices are not subject to ordinary

market discipline.
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Vertically integrated agribusinesses that own the inputs to production, the production facilities, and the

final processing of consumer products are better able to win out in the competition for premier shelf

space in retail settings. Just getting a new product on the shelf in a large chain in the US often costs in

excess of $300,000 in initial slotting fees. So-called store brands avoid these barriers to market entry.

The biggest vertically integrated agribusiness enterprises possess an almost unchecked ability to

extract high profits at every point in the supply chain and to freeze out competitors, as well.

When agribusiness becomes both horizontally concentrated and vertically integrated, consumers,

independent farmers, and competitors in all market sectors are at their mercy. Most of what is known

about the adverse social consequences of market concentration is based on experience in the US and

Europe. But what about the evidence to date regarding its global impact?

Among the best evidence available is a 2008 non-governmental research report. It concludes that

agricultural trade, increasingly occurring within organized global supply chains, dominated by few large

transnational buyers, has resulted in farmers in developing nations getting but a small fraction of the

international price of the commodities they produce. The widely touted benefits of poverty reduction or

rural development from integration of developing nations into the global supply chains simply has not

materialized. In fact, just the opposite is true in many cases. Of course, all we have to go on is a

snapshot in time.

But the potential for serious unfairness from market concentration of food and agriculture is well

understood and widely documented. And the very same problems are being observed where many of

the world's poorest people reside. Given the experience of less powerful market participants in the US,

critics are right to worry. The deeper penetration of global agribusiness giants into small localized

markets will not be a net benefit to the poorest citizens of the developing nations.
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